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Too often, political leaders utilize different forms of violence to divide societies and countries. At times, this is a form of cultural violence manifested in de-humanization of certain groups, tribalism, nationalism and devaluing of human rights; also structural violence manifested in increasing income inequality and massive spending on arms; and even more direct violence manifested in civil and proxy wars, drones, military operations, rape and sexual assault, civilians increasingly being the main victims of war, the massive refugee crisis, as well as the ecological crisis.

However, we are becoming more aware of the long-term self-perpetuating destructive impact of violence, even where it may appear to achieve some limited short-term success. The global data on nonviolent civil resistance movements reveal their growing effectiveness compared to armed methods, such as being twice as effective and over ten times more likely to lead to durable democracy.\(^1\) Awareness is increasing that there are indeed much better, more effective options than violence, and more resources are being invested in such options.

Although there have been some recent breakthroughs, this essay addresses the emerging trend of today’s lack of unifying political leadership.\(^2\) In the first part of this essay, we draw on Pope Francis’s 2017 World Day of Peace message on nonviolence to provide a way forward to more unifying political leadership. We use this touchstone document to help clarify the value of seeing cultural, structural, and direct violence as an integrated whole we need to address together as missionary disciples. In the context of the Catholic Nonviolence
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2 This essay is a combination of two connected essays. Eli McCarthy wrote the first part of this essay, and Leo Lushombo, who is from the DRC, wrote the case study portion.
Rectifying Political Leadership

Initiative, we articulate how a just peace ethic offers key advantages to do that work, and thus, enables the cultivation of more unifying political leadership. In the second part of this essay, we apply this perspective to the ongoing, extensive violent conflict in the Democratic Republic of Congo, with a particular emphasis on gender-based violence. We highlight Dr. Denis Mukengere Mukwege, a 2018 Nobel Peace Prize winner, and associates in the Panzi Hospital who model in key ways a virtue-based just peace approach to the situation in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

“NONVIOLENCE: A STYLE OF POLITICS FOR PEACE”

In April 2016, the Vatican’s Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace, members of the Justice and Peace Commission of the global leaders of women and men religious institutes (UISG, USG), U.S. Conferences of Women and Men Religious Leaders (LCWR, CMSM), Pax Christi International, and more than 85 representatives (including six bishops) from around the world were all part of a wonderful conference focused on gospel nonviolence and just peace. Many participants came from contexts of violence and war: Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, South Sudan, Iraq, Afghanistan, Palestine, Sri Lanka, Philippines, and Colombia.

Our focus was on active nonviolence in order to help the Catholic community develop a deeper understanding and commitment to nonviolence as the power of love in action; as the path to fuller truth; as a spirituality, way of life, and distinct virtue; and as an effective method and constructive force for social justice, transforming conflict, challenging all forms of violence, protecting all people and the earth, and building sustainable peace. Nonviolence is positive reverence for dignity and life, as well as a contextualized, creative praxis.
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5 Catholic Nonviolence Initiative, “About the Nonviolence and Just Peace Conference,” nonviolencejustpeace.net/about/.

6 This characteristic is based on the recognition that each person has a piece of the truth to offer. Gandhi used the phrase *satyagraha*, meaning “clinging to truth” to describe his nonviolent movement. Thus, if we kill others, we make it more difficult to apprehend the fuller truth.

7 See Pope John Paul II, “Holy Mass in Drogheda: Homily of His Holiness John Paul II,” September 29, 1979, w2.vatican.va/content/john-paul-ii/en/homilies/1979/documents/hf_jp-ii_hom_19790929_irlanda-dublino-drogheda.html: “violence is evil, that violence is unacceptable as a solution to problems, that violence is unworthy of man. Violence is a lie, for it goes against the truth of our faith, the truth of our humanity. Violence destroys what it claims to defend: the dignity, the life, the freedom of human beings.”
We heard stories from Catholic leaders, such as Ugandan Archbishop Odama and Fr. Francisco de Roux, S.J., from Colombia, who successfully negotiated with very violent armed actors such as the Lord’s Resistance Army in Uganda and the FARC and paramilitaries in Colombia. We also heard from Sr. Matty Nazik from Iraq who called us to stop the militarization of her country, to stop bombing, and to rely on nonviolent strategies.8 Mairead Maguire, who is a Nobel Peace Prize winner from Ireland, and Father de Roux both spoke about how the just war mentality was getting in the way of Catholics developing nonviolent practices.9

In the end, we crafted an appeal to the Catholic Church that included asking Pope Francis to write an encyclical on nonviolence, to scale-up key nonviolent practices and education, to initiate a global conversation, to shift our focus to a just peace ethic, and to pivot away from a just war ethic.10 Over 250 religious orders or institutes have endorsed the appeal.11 The national bishops’ conferences of Japan and Belgium also have endorsed the appeal. This energy coalesced in the Catholic Nonviolence Initiative, which has a rich website that offers many educational resources, expert background papers, action guides, a page to endorse the appeal as an individual or organization as well as the book Choosing Peace, which summarizes the conference and some subsequent dialogue.12 A major follow-up workshop recently occurred at the Vatican on April 4-5th, 2019.13

8 See Rose Marie Berger, “Game Changer,” in Sojourners, December 2016, 17-23, on Sister Nazik’s contribution to the conference. As Berger quotes her: “Which of the wars we have been in is a just war? In my country, there was no just war. War is the mother of ignorance, isolation, and poverty. Please tell the world there is no such thing as a just war. I say this as a daughter of war. We can’t respond to violence with worse violence. In order to kill five violent men, we have to create ten violent men to kill them. This encourages the spiral of violence up and up. And the people are so exhausted because they don’t know what’s happening. It’s like a dragon with seven heads. You cut one and two others come up...[so] we try to create an environment of nonviolence.”
One of the major fruits from the 2016 conference was Pope Francis’s World Day of Peace Message in January 2017 entitled “Nonviolence: A Style of Politics for Peace.” In this document, he said “I pray that the image and likeness of God in each person will enable us to acknowledge one another as sacred gifts endowed with immense dignity. Especially in situations of conflict, let us respect this, our ‘deepest dignity,’ and make active nonviolence our way of life.” He went on to explain that “to be true followers of Jesus today includes embracing his teaching of nonviolence. For Christians, nonviolence is not merely tactical behavior but a person’s way of being,” and “to cultivate nonviolence in our most personal thoughts and values,” and “daily gestures.” Reflecting on violence he says that “countering violence with violence leads at best to forced migrations and enormous suffering;” “force of arms is deceptive,” whereas “nonviolence is realistic, more powerful than violence.” Pope Francis identifies Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, a Muslim and leader of the first nonviolent peace army, and Leymah Gbowee, a black woman nonviolent leader from Liberia. He pledges the assistance of the Catholic Church in every effort to build peace through active and creative nonviolence.

Also, in this message, Pope Francis calls for peacebuilding to be expressed through active nonviolence, and “to limit the use of force by the application of moral norms.” Yet the Pope brilliantly identifies the Sermon on the Mount as the “manual” for such a strategy of peacemaking. He says, “This is also a program and a challenge for political and religious leaders, the heads of international institutions, and business and media executives: to apply the Beatitudes in the exercise of their respective responsibilities.” He doesn’t explicitly mention the just war ethic. As Gerald Schlabach has written, “He names instead the space that the Catholic moral traditions have hoped the ‘just war’ theory would fill.” So how might we perhaps better fill this space today and offer a new moral framework for this larger strategy of peacemaking toward a more unifying political leadership?

**JUST PEACE ETHIC**

This ethic arises out of our tradition of creation as a sacred gift, a biblical vision of shalom, the Sermon on the Mount, Catholic social teaching, the vocation to be missionary disciples, the World Council of Churches 2011 call for a just peace approach, and broad experience
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in cases of violent conflict. This ethic is both transformational and preventative. This ethic offers norms that focus on three distinct yet overlapping spheres or categories. Each of these norms also applies at all stages of conflict, and the spheres can overlap in time and space. Each sphere consists of a group of norms to guide strategy and action, such that each norm should be enhanced or at least not obstructed by any strategy or actions chosen. The spheres include: 1) develop virtues and skillsets to engage conflict constructively (*jus in conflictione*); 2) break cycles of violence (*jus ex bello*); 3) build sustainable peace (*jus ad pacem*).

In sphere one, the norm of sustaining spiritual disciplines accents discernment, contemplation, repentance, forgiveness, fasting, and prayer, particularly for Christians a Eucharistic prayer that explicitly names Jesus’’s love of enemies and rejection of violence. The norm of virtuous habits includes the key virtues of nonviolent peacemaking or active nonviolence, mercy, compassion, empathy, humility, hospitality, solidarity, justice and courage. It also includes a sensibility of what many Africans call “ubuntu,” i.e. our interconnectedness and interdependence. The norm of education about nonviolence and training in key skillsets accents skills such as nonviolent communication, strategic nonviolent resistance, social and conflict analysis of root causes, needs-based analysis, gender analysis, as well as racial and intersectional analysis. Another norm for this sphere is cultivating nonviolent peacemaking communities, institutions and cultures.

In sphere two, the norm of reflexivity calls for actions to keep means and ends consistent to better ensure we truly actualize such ends. The norm of creative nonviolent direct action calls for actions to resist injustice and violence without responding in kind. It accents the key practices of unarmed civilian protection, mobilizing credible messengers, nonviolent civil resistance, providing sanctuary, and
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17 Some, such as Gerald Schlabach, consider reflexivity as a basic background assumption of the entire just peace ethic.
nonviolent civilian-based defense. For example, unarmed civilian protection entails an outside party intervening in a conflict as non-partisan, with compassion for all parties, with the aim of defusing violence and of creating space for reconciliation and peacebuilding. This proven practice includes tactics such as protective presence and accompaniment, proactive engagement with armed actors, and even physical interposition. One story from South Sudan tells of when two unarmed Nonviolent Peaceforce officers directly saved fourteen women and children during an armed militia raid. The NP officers courageously refused on three separate occasions to obey the militia’s orders to leave the women and children.\footnote{Nonviolent Peaceforce, “Andres Gutierrez and Derek Oakley on Their Experience of the Violence in South Sudan,” April 17, 2014, www.nonviolentpeaceforce.org/blog/south-sudan-news/60-andres-gutierrez-and-derek-oakley-on-their-experience-of-the-violence-in-south-sudan.} In addition, when they accompanied women to get firewood or water in South Sudan because they were regularly getting sexually assaulted or raped by armed actors from all groups in the area, they reduced these incidents from regularity to zero in those areas.\footnote{Mel Duncan, “Case Studies of Unarmed Civilian Protection,” Nonviolent Peaceforce, March 2016, www.nonviolentpeaceforce.org/images/publications/UCP_Case_Studies_v5.3_LO.pdf.} Other organizations that offer unarmed civilian protection also include Peace Brigades International, Cure Violence, Christian Peacemaker Teams, and Operation Dove, which is a Catholic version.

Also, in sphere two is the norm of re-humanization, which calls for humanizing rhetoric and image creation, as well as truth-telling and correcting of narratives that de-humanize any of the parties. Another norm is participatory processes, which calls for decision-making and action chosen to be as participatory and inclusive of as many key stakeholders as possible, especially women, young adult leaders, other marginalized groups, local leaders, and adversaries. For example, including women and local civil society leaders more directly in Syrian negotiations would have likely led to better outcomes.\footnote{Renee Coulouris, “Here’s Why Syrian Women Need to be Included More in Peacebuilding,” Atlantic Council, July 11, 2018, www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/syriasource/here-s-why-syrian-women-need-to-be-included-more-in-peacebuilding. Including women makes peace agreements 64 percent less likely to fail and 35 percent more likely to last at least 15 years, “Women’s Participation in Peace Processes,” Council of Foreign Relations, www.cfr.org/interactive/womens-participation-in-peace-processes.} A closely related norm is diplomacy and dialogue. The norm of conflict transformation calls for action that draws adversaries toward partnership and addresses root causes. It accentuates a range of key practices such as independent initiatives to build trust, meeting human needs of all actors, and trauma-healing, such as the work of Jesuit Refugee Services in Syria. Closely related is a norm of acknowledging responsibility for
harm. This would accent key practices such as lament and dangerous memory, along with processes of restorative justice. The norm of integral disarmament, which is Pope Francis’s term, calls for actions to diminish the “arming” sensibilities within our persons as well as significantly reducing all weapons and the arms trade.21

In sphere three, the norm of relationality and reconciliation calls for actions that invite, create, strengthen and heal relationships in ever wider (horizontal) and deeper (vertical) directions in society, with a particular accent on inter-religious cooperation. The norm of human dignity and human rights calls for actions that are consistent with and improve appreciation for the equal dignity of all people, including adversaries, by ensuring human rights and cultivating empathy. The norm of a robust civil society and just governance calls for actions that strengthen these, re-distributes power, and includes the practice of advocacy. The norm of ecological justice and sustainability calls for action that contributes to the long-term well-being of people, non-human animals, and the environment. The norm of economic, racial, and gender justice would call for actions to enable distributive and structural justice with a particular focus on the most marginalized and vulnerable.

In turn, some guiding questions to reflect on in this just peace ethic would include the following: What ongoing actions and policies could help build sustainable peace? What are the root causes of the conflict? What habits (virtues/ vices) are at stake and skillsets needed to transform the conflict? What practices and transforming initiatives could be scaled up to break cycles of violence?

MORE UNIFYING POLITICAL LEADERSHIP

If the Catholic Church can reflect with, refine, develop, and help to mainstream a just peace ethic then we may be able to make some progress with cultivating more unifying political leadership in our societies. Imagine if political leaders increasingly focused on the three spheres of sustainable peace, the virtues and skills to engage conflict constructively, and breaking cycles of violence? The sustaining peace agenda at the United Nations is one promising initiative that could be supported and enhanced by a just peace ethic.22 Further, the just peace norms offer additional elements and practices to strengthen a sustaining peace agenda. For example, the norms of sustaining spiritual practices (centering, meditation, fasting, discernment, prayer, etc.) and cultivating key virtues (empathy, compassion, mercy, nonviolence, humility, hospitality, solidarity, courage) could be an

area for growth in the sustaining peace meta-policy. The particular practices of unarmed civilian protection and nonviolent civilian-base defense could also enhance the implementation of the sustaining peace agenda.

How might the just peace ethic impact the national security strategies in terms of guiding vision, core values, key practices, and priority issues? For instance, we would likely emphasize a vision for the well-being of all people and the earth, not merely our own country. We would identify values of equal dignity, interconnectedness, humility, and nonviolence. We would focus on practices of cooperation more than competition, and better shift our investments into nonviolent strategies while we emphasize the root causes of conflicts. Rather than calling for military dominance when dialogue appears to fail, we would lift up and focus on strategic nonviolent direct action to shift power, diminish injustice, and create a more fertile ground for dialogue. We would acknowledge the need for security but also that it is most sustainably met by acting in accord with human dignity through cooperation, trust, and creative nonviolent action.

The Catholic Church can take a number of key steps to help mainstream a just peace ethic. As academics, significantly scaling up education about nonviolence, particularly gospel nonviolence, is one key step. This also includes robust training in the sustaining spiritual disciplines, as well as in the virtues and moral imagination related to just peace. Lederach defines the moral imagination as the “capacity to imagine something rooted in the challenges of the real world yet capable of giving birth to that which does not yet exist.”

In addition, imagine if our parishes and Catholic schools offered monthly nonviolent skill training and a robust restorative justice discipline system. Another key step is utilizing the church’s “ubiquitous presence” in many places to better accompany and take on some of the risk with those in situations of injustice, profound repression and mass violence, and thus, bridge different sectors of society. A good example of this could be organizing direct, physical and pastoral accompaniment teams to be with the thousands of migrants traveling in large
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groups from central America into Mexico and to the U.S. border. With the many educational institutions and its multi-sector presence, the church can also better mobilize communities and social movements toward just peace practices.

Another key step is scaling up advocacy and institution building of nonviolent strategies and using a just peace moral framework in local, national, and international spheres as well as giving more clear emphasis to outlawing war, as Vatican II called us to do. For example, integrating trauma-healing exercises into political negotiations could better enable such actors to build trust, identify needs, and create more sustainable agreements. Advocacy could also include requiring frequent, ongoing de-escalation and empathy training of police officers, as well as developing unarmed civilian protection units, nonviolent civilian-based defense, and more robust nonviolent civil society organizations. Imagine if each diocese or local Christian community developed an unarmed civilian protection unit, i.e. a “peace team.” Perhaps these might include interfaith peace teams as well.

Building on Pope Francis’s 2017 World Day of Peace message on nonviolence, a just peace ethic helps to provide a way forward to more unifying political leadership. As we work together to develop this ethic toward such leadership, we need to work with and refine this ethic through case studies by authors from around the world. Here, we do this with a case study of the Democratic Republic of Congo.

**DEmocratic Republic of Congo and Gender-Based Violence**

The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) is located in Central Africa and shares land borders with a total of nine countries, including South Sudan and the Central African Republic in the north; Tanzania, Burundi, Uganda, and Rwanda to the east; the Republic of Congo in the western part; and Angola and Zambia in the southern part. The DRC shares with Uganda a land border that stretches 545 miles in length, while Rwanda shares 137 miles of the DRC’s land border, which is the shortest of the DRC’s land borders and where genocide occurred in 1994.

The rapes in the DRC spread in the regions which were afflicted by the conflicts as an aftermath of the 1994 Rwandan genocide. After the genocide, Tutsi imposed their military presence in the Eastern DRC in order to control the Hutu “genocidaires” and refugees who fled toward Congo and sheltered in the Eastern Congo’s borders, where they enjoyed the status of refugees. A Congolese leader, Laurent
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Kabila, took advantages of the chaos to initiate an armed revolution in 1996 against the dictator Mobutu, who remained in power for 32 years. He recruited soldiers, including children who came to be known as Kadogo, i.e., the little ones in Swahili.

Kabila’s revolution was supported by Rwanda and Uganda who wanted to ensure the safety of their borders. These conflicts, which have been often misrepresented as “civil wars,” are not civil wars. Rather, they are part of ongoing armed conflicts involving the neighboring countries. These conflicts involve “armies of seven African states, and criminal groups from the armies of Rwanda, Uganda, Zimbabwe, and the DRC have benefited by building up a self-financing war economy centered on mineral exploitation.”

A 2002 panel of experts from the United Nations has shown the involvement of the neighboring countries in the wars in the DRC and the link between such involvement and the rampant rapes with the mining exploitation in the DRC.

The 2004 UN Security Council Resolution 1533 identifies the role of Rwanda in supporting the munitions forces of the so-called rebels Mutebutsi and Nkunda and its role as a rear base for coordination of and recruitment for wars inside the DRC. One of the reasons they advanced to justify their invading presence was that militias opposed to their governments were based in the Kivu since the genocide. The UN Security Council Resolution S/2012/843 also affirmed the Rwandan government’s direct military support to and coordination of the “rebels” and Ugandan senior governmental officials’ involvement in such support. The reports also underline that “several traders have
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contributed to financing M23 rebels [group whose origin is traced to Rwanda] using profits resulting from the smuggling of Congolese minerals into Rwanda.”  

Rigobert Minani, a Congolese Jesuit who has been committed to human rights in the Congo for decades, argues that, to address those militia groups, “these countries have deployed troops and sponsored militias in the eastern DRC, feeding the proliferation of armed groups. Nearly all of the illicit traffic in Congolese minerals that funds armed groups transits Burundi, Rwanda, and Uganda.”

The Rwandan and Ugandan armed groups and foreign armies, including those rising from the DRC, were reinforced by those recruited from refugee camps such as those in the DRC, Burundi, and Uganda. The eastern border land and waters of the DRC from north to south are full of key mineral and energy resources such as diamonds, gold, coltan, copper, cobalt, tin, manganese, lead and zinc, coal, uranium, and oil.

These “rebels” are accounted among the main perpetrators of rape as a weapon of war, while exploiting the natural resources in the border lands. This rape refers to systematic or strategic and opportunistic forms of sexual violence that occur in the build-up to, active fighting in, and aftermath of armed conflict. It is a deliberate strategy of one or more parties in the armed conflict. This weapon is still used in war zones in Libya, Guinea, South Sudan, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Uganda, Rwanda, and in the DRC.

In the aftermath of the Rwandan genocide, several wars have been led in the DRC by the Rwandan political leadership. One key war was waged side by side with business activities by the Rwandan Patriotic Front politicians, particularly through minerals trade. Women were used as sexual slaves in mining zones that turn out to be the fighting zones and from where DRC’s mineral resources were plundered and exported to industrialized markets. While Rwanda justifies the presence of its military in the DRC as a question of security and common good, women are paying the higher price of their lives. The army groups use rape as a weapon of war while pillaging mineral resources in the mining zones in the Eastern DRC. For example, the

region of Shabunda is rich in coltan, gold, and cassiterite. The Kabare region is rich in coltan, used for capacitors in cell phones and video game consoles, and which contains the tantalum that is used widely in electronics in the industrialized world. The area of Walungu is rich in cassiterite and gold. Importantly, Denis Mukwege and Cathy Nangini demonstrate that the rate of rape is directly correlated with proximity to mining zones.

Mukwege states that “rape with extreme violence” (REV) has increased in the eastern part of DRC during the past 20 years. A nationwide survey reports that up to 1.69 to 1.8 million women were reported as victims of rape in 2011. Between 1999 and 2015, 45,482 women survivors have been treated in the Panzi Hospital (in Bukavu) alone by Mukwege and his associates. Since 2017, more than 50,000 women survivors have been treated by the hospital.

It is important to note that rape is listed among the crimes against humanity in the statute adopted by the United Nations Security Council in 1993. The 1998 ICC Statute identifies the widespread and systematic attack of rape as a “crime against humanity” in both international and non-international armed conflicts. Thus, the widespread rapes have become a peace-hindering factor and a security issue, as confirmed by the UN Security Council Resolutions 1325 and 1820.

The political machine behind wars in the Great Lakes region (DRC, Rwanda, Uganda, Burundi) challenges the utility of other.
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39 Also known as Columbite-Tantalite.
predominant ethical approaches, such as the just war criterion of proportionality. Proportionality refers to the idea that “the overall destruction expected from the use of violent force must be outweighed by the good to be achieved.” Yet, the use of rape as a weapon of war as performed in the DRC illustrates another example of how the criterion of proportionality is too easily manipulated and abused in the context of war and thus, too often functions to enable violence and war. Such justifying logic based on proportionality might go that armed force is needed to attack those in the DRC who committed genocide in Rwanda, and thus, the good that would come from this outweighs the harm that comes from rape. Because of the consistent failure to adequately address these issues and the ongoing cycles of violence, it is crucial and urgent to consider this from a new ethical perspective, particularly a just peace ethic.

**Reflecting with a Just Peace Ethic**

With a just peace ethic, we have a broader vision about conflict and a set of norms to adequately expose rape as a weapon of war as well as commit to effective, sustainable ways more likely to end both rape and war. A great example of using just peace norms is found in the Panzi Hospital, where Denis Mukwege and associates display the virtues of mercy and courage, which bring indispensable resources for a more just and peaceful world. In Mukwege’s case, mercy is that which enters into the chaos of another and takes responsibility by being in solidarity with the victims. As he states, “in every raped woman, I see my wife. In every raped mother, I see my mother and in every raped child, my own children.” In addition to repairing women, Mukwege also calls on the responsibility of national and international governments to effectively collaborate in bringing peace in the DRC. These actions are examples of actualizing the just peace norm of cultivating key virtues. They echo Aquinas that “we are bound to have charity towards all men” (ST II-II q. 64, a. 2). This is the main reason why we should not become “guilty bystanders.” Taking responsibility requires embracing the virtue of courage.

As McCarthy put it, “The virtue of nonviolent peacemaking clarifies or expands the paradigmatic practices of the virtue of courage to the practice of suffering out of reverence for the dignity of others (and self) by risking, perhaps even giving one’s life without the distortion of our dignity created by relying on lethal force or by taking another’s life.” Mukwege’s approach displays a courage which is
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48 Sinnenberg, “A Doctor Who Treats Rape Survivors.”
needed in everyday life to face the many fears that arise from his peacemaker’s activities, including denouncing rape and its perpetuating systems. The virtues of mercy and courage are seen throughout the Panzi Hospital’s “five-pillar process”\textsuperscript{50} to address the evil of rape and reinforce the vision of a virtue-based just peace approach in many ways. They include medical treatment, psychosocial therapy, socioeconomic support and training, community reintegration, and legal assistance. These pillars display the virtues of mercy and courage needed in everyday life to face the many fears that arise from these peacemaking activities.

A virtue-based just peace ethic illuminates the needs for taking responsibility for the physical, clinical, psychological, socioeconomic rehabilitation, and processes of restorative justice, as well as for addressing the roots of conflict and war at the national, regional, and international level. Mukwege’s approach suggests that the international politics and Catholic church can better mainstream a just peace ethic by including gender analysis and equality as well as addressing the mining and arms trade factors which play a crucial role in hindering peace.

**REHABILITATION AND REINTEGRATION OF VICTIMIZED WOMEN**

Panzi Hospital has an extensive program of rehabilitation and integration of women victims to restore their physical, psychological, and socio-economic well-being. This program aims at supporting women in order for them to regain full confidence in themselves, reintegrate into the community in which they live, and take engagement to demand justice. As one of the women victims I (Lushombo) spoke with said, “I feel stranger to myself and to all the people around me. I feel like I do not fit here. I stay in my room days after days and alone. I wish they could kill me instead of doing what they did to me.” Thus, these programs illustrate and advance the just peace norm of conflict transformation, particularly the practices of trauma-healing and restorative justice.

Actualizing the just peace norm of economic justice, the Panzi Hospital’s peace-making actions have gone far to provide a training center called “Cité de la Joie” or City of Joy for women to learn different kind of works to provide for their basic needs, including traditionally men’s jobs such as carpentry. The perspective of the City of Joy includes equality of gender. Mukwege explains that patriarchy is part of the problem: “We raise our sons by stripping them of any emotion and our daughters end up in the kitchen. Africa’s future

\textsuperscript{50} Sinnenberg, “A Doctor Who Treats Rape Survivors.”
begins when girls know that they are equal to boys.” Mainstreaming the norm of gender justice, such as equality of gender, makes women victims become stronger and more freely embrace the goal of peace. Actualizing the just peace norms of sustainability and nonviolent peacemaking cultures, Mukwege believes that a sustainable just peace requires a cultural shift as well. As he puts it, “Men need to understand that to protect women is to protect themselves, and that respect for women is key to equity. Rape is not only a woman’s issue; it is humanity’s crisis to solve.” He continues that “Without considering women as our equals, we deprive future generations of our legacy.” Since women are equal to men, “we must promote accountability, coherence, and transparency ... we must understand that wisdom comes not only from men but also from women.”

Through these three dimensions Mukwege exemplifies virtues of charity, courage, mercy, and justice. As he explains, “We have seen how medical intervention combined with psychosocial care, literacy, numeracy, and vocational training are catalysts for change, both for the short and long term.” Panzi Hospital has also created a training center for nurses and physicians to meet this increasing humanitarian crisis. Mukwege displays well the virtue of mercy as far as he enters into the chaos of women victims leading him to embrace vulnerability, risking his own life and living like one of them, in the hospital. As he said, “My life has had to change, since returning [from exile after being attacked in his own home]. I now live at the hospital and I take a number of precautions, so I have lost some of my freedom.”

Hence, a virtue-based just peace ethic helps to drive the person to dare to take risks of suffering and even death without killing others, i.e., the virtue of courage. Mukwege’s example shows that even one single person can make the difference in helping secure a sustainable peace and build more unifying political leadership, rather than acting like “guilty bystanders,” which is how others and the governments whether national, regional, or international, too often seem to act.

**National, Regional, and International Legal Dimensions**

Beyond restoring the physical, psychological, and socio-economic well-being of the victims, Mukwege is embarked in another global campaign. As he puts it, “What I have seen and heard and experienced in eastern DRC is without a doubt the worst situation of violence
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52 Denis Mukwege, “Using Rape as a Weapon of War.”
53 Women for Women International, “Read Dr. Denis Mukwege’s Speech.”
54 Women for Women International, “Read Dr. Denis Mukwege’s Speech.”
55 Women for Women International, “Read Dr. Denis Mukwege’s Speech.”
towards women in the world.\textsuperscript{56} Hence, he has turned his energy to also mobilize international politics to be involved in a more sustainable peace-making process in the DRC. The fate of these women continues in the DRC despite the deployment of the UN’s armed peacekeeping forces, which have also been routinely responsible for direct sexual abuse and rape of women. In an interview, Mukwege claims, “I operated on a mother, then 15 years later, I’d operate on her daughter, and three years after that, I’d operate on the granddaughter - a baby.” He continues: “I absolutely have to tell the world, show the world, that there is a collective responsibility to act in DRC. We share the same humanity and we cannot continue to allow economic wars to be fought on women’s bodies.”\textsuperscript{57}

Actualizing the just peace norm of conflict transformation, which seeks to address root causes, he urged the United Nations in 2014 to use all the international legal instruments to address the root causes of the regional conflicts in the DRC. These root causes include the exploitation of natural resources that benefit the industrialized countries today and around which many of the rapes are committed.\textsuperscript{58}

In the face of threats, he still endorsed the Global Witness conflict mineral report on the DRC arguing that:

\begin{quote}
Congo’s minerals are exported, smelted, and sold internationally, where they end up in cell phones, laptops, or as pieces of jewelry. We know that some of these minerals sourced from conflict-areas have funded violence, abuses, and corrupt criminal networks. And yet, the response of international companies and states has been too slow and timid to make the necessary fundamental changes.\textsuperscript{59}
\end{quote}

\section*{Effectiveness of Mukwege’s Nonviolent Virtue-Based Just Peace Approach}

Mukwege’s approach cultivates the virtue of love in the victims rather than the vice of violence that perpetuates war. It works to make the community stronger and resistant to all mechanisms fueling war in the DRC. Mukwege’s approach makes the community more responsible, at least at the very local level, and thus, enables the conditions for actualizing the just peace norm of a robust civil society.


\textsuperscript{58} Denis Mukwege, “Speech of Dr. Denis Mukwege, 2014 Sakharov Prize Laureate, in Strasbourg, 26 November 2014,” www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujKEiMn-gGE.

Such an approach drives them not to be passive, guilty bystanders. Rape denies another’s humanity, and no one should close his/her eyes when another’s humanity is denied. Thus, he actualizes the norm of re-humanization to break the cycles of violence. Further, when a community becomes more responsible, Mukwege explains, it can better address root causes.

The virtue-based just peace approach embodied by Mukwege and Panzi Hospital is a cautionary example of what Erasmus and Pope Francis call nonviolent means as a “style of politics.” Mukwege’s specific acts may not immediately end wars in the DRC, but they do have significant social and political effects that can make the end of war much more likely.

To illustrate the political effects of Mukwege’s approach, it is important to note that one hundred and twenty-two countries have endorsed the United Nations’ historic “Declaration of Commitment to End Sexual Violence in Conflict” of October 2013, a Declaration issuing in part from the work of Mukwege and other peacemaker activists against sexual violence in the DRC.60 This accomplishment illustrates advancing the just peace norm of just governance and the particular practices of advocacy. Several nations, including two presidents, attended the ceremony of endorsement and made a commitment to participate in the implementation of the declaration. Such an endorsement is meant to end sexual violence as a weapon of war not only in the DRC but also around the world. Two African presidents have agreed to join the “Circle of Champions” created to exercise special influence to prevent conflict-related sexual violence. I strongly affirm that violent means would not be more effective than a change in consciousness that is materialized into politics in the long term. In accord with the just peace norm of sustainability, a more lasting peace can be reached if governments involved in the DRC’s wars affirm the sacredness of the whole human community such as the virtue of nonviolent peacemaking cultivates, not only that of their own people and their economic interests.

In addition to the range of international humanitarian laws regarding rape, there is a need for a just peace response to transform conflicts in the DRC and its neighboring Great Lakes region. On the one hand, the DRC’s example and Mukwege’s just peace approach suggest that it is crucial to tackle the legal and illegal trade of weapons that benefits several countries in the region and beyond. These efforts would actualize the just peace norms of integral disarmament and economic justice. This demands a broad political will. On the other hand, Mukwege’s approach shows that to better address rape and help
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defuse the war, there is a need to educate not only the victims but also the community on gender analysis and equality.

Another method for protecting women and significantly reducing rape in the DRC might be the just peace practice of unarmed civilian protection, which has been effective, as illustrated in places of violent conflict such as South Sudan. Civil society-based organizations such as the Nonviolent Peaceforce could enhance some of the other essential efforts expressed above by Dr. Mukwege. For a sustainable peace, we need a holistic approach. Thus, unarmed civilian protection must go along with the other efforts mentioned, particularly providing basic human needs, an accountable legal system, democratization, and regional government responsibility.

As lawful as it may be for the Rwandan government to hold accountable the *genocidaires*, any quest for “just” accountability that leads to the denial of the humanity of another group is both unacceptable and ineffective, not to mention violating the just peace norms of human dignity and reflexivity. It is time, as Lisa Cahill puts it, to “go far deeper than fending off aggressors and [supposedly] vindicating the rights of injured parties by killing perpetrators.”

Going after perpetrators with lethal force is also killing many other lives, not to mention harming the ones who kill as they experience trauma, moral injury, and brain damage. There is another way. No selfish notion of peace can work out. No one can enjoy peace if one’s neighbors do not. The peace that is sustainable binds us together.

**CONCLUSION**

This essay offered a way to cultivate more unifying political leadership through the mainstreaming of a just peace ethic. We analyzed some recent Catholic contributions to a just peace ethic and then explored the value of this ethic in a case study of violent conflict. Utilizing a case study enables us to see more clearly the value of a just peace ethic, to stir our imagination about how it might function in praxis, and to motivate a stronger commitment to its ongoing development and refinement.
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